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To date, decision trees and Markov models have been the most commonAbstract
methods used in pharmacoeconomic evaluations. Both of these techniques lack
the flexibility required to appropriately represent clinical reality. In this paper an
alternative, more natural, way to model clinical reality – discrete event simulation
– is presented and its application is illustrated with a real world example.

A discrete event simulation represents the course of disease very naturally,
with few restrictions. Neither mutually exclusive branches nor states are required,
nor is a fixed cycle. All relevant aspects can be incorporated explicitly and
efficiently. Flexibility in handling perspectives and carrying out sensitivity analy-
ses, including structural variations, is incorporated and the entire model can be
presented very transparently. The main limitations are imposed by lack of data to
fit realistic models.

Discrete event simulation, though rarely employed in pharmacoeconomics
today, should be strongly considered when carrying out economic evaluations,
particularly those aimed at informing policy makers and at estimating the budget
impact of a pharmaceutical intervention.

It is by now well accepted that pharmacoeconom- based on mutually exclusive ‘outcomes’, they do not
ic analysis[1,2] and the setting of health policy[3] explicitly consider time, and they are very ineffi-
require a model of the disease and its manage- cient because every analysis requires computing all
ment.[4,5] In exceptional circumstances, a single possible pathways (the ‘branches’), sometimes mul-
study – a randomised clinical trial, for example – tiple times.
may provide all of the necessary information on Thus, an alternative approach – the Markov
costs and outcomes. Even then, a model is indispen- model – has been increasingly employed.[10] Instead
sable to address the economic impact of the inter- of basing the model on mutually exclusive outcomes
vention in actual practice[6] because, at a minimum, as the decision tree does, a Markov model represents
the experimental data must be applied to a real- the course of a disease in terms of mutually exclu-
world setting in order to reflect clinical reality.[7] sive ‘health states’ and the transitions among

them.[11] While this technique considers time moreThese economic models have typically been
explicitly and can be analysed very efficiently, itstructured and analysed using decision trees.[8] This
retains some structural rigidity that can make appro-technique has been very successfully applied despite
priate representation of clinical reality difficult.recognition a decade ago of the severe limitations of

this approach when applied to medical problems.[9] The requirement that all the aspects of the disease
In particular, decision trees impose a rigid structure be denoted by a ‘state’ in a Markov model forces the
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analyst to render features that are naturally continu- defined and illustrated with the example. Next, the
implementation of this type of model is delineated.ous as discrete, such as weight gained (yes or no
Finally, the merits and disadvantages of this ap-rather than the actual amount of weight gain), sever-
proach are discussed. Given the preponderance ofity in specific categories, and so on. To begin to
Markov model and decision-tree techniques inapproximate their continuous nature, an unwieldy
pharmacoeconomics today, comparisons are madenumber of states have to be specified. For example,
where appropriate, but the main purpose of thisnearly 20 states are required just to reflect weight
paper is to describe DES rather than contrast thechanges of ±40 pounds in increments of 5 pounds.
methods or provide guidance on which to choose forThis problem is compounded if the implications of
which type of problem.the state change over time, as each instance then

generates a new state. For example, the first month
1. A Typical Example of aafter a hospitalisation for psychiatric illness would
Pharmacoeconomic Problembe one state, the second month another, and so forth.

A similar proliferation is imposed if the subsequent
Most pharmacoeconomic problems involvecourse of the disease depends on previous history,

quantifying the economic implications of a health-such as when the risk of adverse events depends on
care intervention.[12] This requires:prior exposure to a given drug.
• defining the target population, the environment,

More critical still is the constraint in a Markov the aspects of the disease that are at issue, and the
model that each patient can be in only one state at a intervention;
time, leading to the requirement for multiple distinct • structuring the possible course of patients in a
states to represent all possible combinations (e.g. a logical, realistic order over time;
minimum of four states are required to represent the • considering the events that may occur, together
combinations of ‘depressed, yes/no’ and ‘psychotic, with their health and economic implications;
yes/no’). Needless to say, these conditions either • and providing a computational means to derive
force the analyst to invoke considerable simplifica- the chosen measures of value.[13]

tions (the option usually implemented today) or to For example, consider the management of pa-
accept immense complexity and inefficiency. Even tients with bipolar mood disorder (‘manic-depres-
with simplification, there remains no way to impose sive illness’). Recently, the use of newer (‘atypical’)
a hierarchy or sequence among the states within a antipsychotics has been considered as an alternative
cycle. For example, the analyst cannot specify that a to the established mood stabilisers such as lithium or
visit to the doctor is to precede a dose change within antiepileptic drugs.[14] The atypical antipsychotics
the same cycle; these must be combined into a may have the same ability to control manic symp-
compound state where the temporal order is lost, or toms as mood stabilisers, but with fewer adverse
they have to be forced into separate cycles. Al- effects and no need for routine monitoring. The
though, in practice, many ‘work-arounds’ have been question naturally arises: will this new more costly
developed to reduce some of these limitations – and intervention improve the health of these patients at a
many have even been incorporated into software – reasonable incremental cost?
the description of a clinical problem only in terms of To answer this question, the analyst needs to start
states and the transitions among them remains very by creating a simulated target population. This is
restrictive. done by specifying the relevant characteristics of the

In this paper, an alternative, more natural, way to patients to be simulated. These characteristics –
simulate clinical reality is presented. Firstly, a typi- attributes such as age, experience with previous
cal example of a pharmacoeconomic problem is treatments, employment status – are relevant in the
described. Then the essential elements of this ap- sense that they affect some aspect of the problem,
proach – discrete event simulation (DES) – are such as the course of disease or the effects of treat-
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the initial course of patients with bipolar mood disease in acute mania. The outpatient submodel is very
similar to the inpatient one, in that the YMRS is computed, the occurrence of death, adverse events and treatment changes are considered,
and the time horizon may be reached. If the YMRS reaches the patient’s personal threshold for readmission, then the patient moves back to
the hospital. The attributes listed in the clear rectangle are specified because they affect other aspects of the model. For example, age
affects the probability of death, employment status affects indirect costs, and so on. Yellow rectangles indicate that values are assigned;
grey rectangles indicate points where the course may take one of several paths; the grey square indicates that resources are consumed;
and the black box with underlined text points to additional detail (i.e. a submodel) not shown. AE = adverse event; BMD = bipolar mood
disease; YMRS = young mania rating scale.

ments. Additional attributes can be specified to Once the population to be simulated has been
characterise the disease, for example its duration specified, the possible course of the disease needs to
and severity, and to describe the intervention (dose, be detailed. For example, patients with acute mania
schedule, etc.). The environment in which this simu-

will most likely be hospitalised, but some may be
lated treatment population exists also needs to be

managed as outpatients. Those who are hospitalisedspecified, including such things as the country or
will then be treated with either an antipsychotic or aregion, the calendar time and the currency. Thus, in

one analysis we might want to consider a population mood stabiliser (or both if that option is allowed)
of employed males and females aged between 30 and during each day in the hospital various things
and 50 years, with no previous treatment for bipolar may happen: an adverse effect to the medication
disease who present with acute mania (defined by a

may be experienced, the clinical condition (i.e. the
score of >20 on the Young mania rating scale

mood) may improve or deteriorate, the patient may[YMRS][15]). We might also wish to assess the value
be discharged, and so on. In any case, resources areof beginning treatment with an atypical antipsychot-

ic in the US in 2004, relative to starting a mood consumed and time passes, and both need to be
stabiliser such as lithium. Although a real model of properly counted and possibly adjusted according to
this situation would need to specify many more some quality weights and discounting rates. When
features, this gives an idea of what would need to be

the chosen time horizon is reached, the simulation
considered. In addition, we need to define various

must end and then the various measures of valuetechnical parameters such as the discount rate for
must be computed – total and net costs, average timecosts and health benefits and the time horizon for the

analysis. in a manic state, etc. (see figure 1).
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2. Discrete Event Simulation ing the corresponding attribute(s). This can be a
simple value that is used to adjust survival, or it can

A DES[16] is a natural way to model the initial be a more complex set of values that carry the scores
course of patients with bipolar mood disease. In- of various quality-of-life instruments. Either way,
deed, the structure of the simulation closely repli- these can be updated over time as events happen and
cates the course outlined in figure 1, and the compo- they can be reported on their own or included as
nents of the model correspond to the required ele- weights in the QALY measure.
ments. The fundamental components of the

Other quantities that are important in describingtechnique are described below.
the environment of the simulation (e.g. currency)
and the technical details that will govern the analysis2.1 Entities
(e.g. time horizon, discount rate) are encoded in

A central component of DES is the entity. In variables. Their values may change during the simu-
general, entities are the items that flow through the lation. In our example, we would specify the varia-
simulation – the protagonists of the events. In ble ‘calendar time’ to be ‘2004’ at the start of the
clinical simulations of disease, most of the entities simulation, ‘setting’ to be ‘US’, ‘discount rate’ to be
will be patients, but there can be other types – ‘3%’ for both costs and benefits, ‘time horizon’ to
caregivers, for example. In contrast to decision trees be ‘5’ years and so on.
and Markov models, which do not specify the pa-
tient and instead focus exclusively on outcomes or

2.2 Eventsstates, the patient is an explicit element in a DES.
Patients have attributes (e.g. age, sex, duration of

disease), with each individual having a specific The second major element of the simulation is the
value for each characteristic. These values are de- events that may occur. An event is very broadly
fined at the start of the simulation and may be defined as anything that can happen during the sim-
updated as events unfold: age increases, disease ulation. Thus, it can be the occurrence of an adverse
severity decreases, drug dose is titrated up, and so event, admission to hospital, a change in dose, or
on. These updates can happen at particular points in even the failure to show up at work. This concept
time (e.g. age could be updated every 6 months), extends well beyond the ‘transitions’ in a Markov
when the simulated patient experiences events (e.g. model, as the event need not imply a change in the
starting a new treatment might reduce the level of patient’s state, though it is still important to consider
mania) or even ‘continuously’ (e.g. increasing it in the simulation. Events in our bipolar disease
weight every day). The analyst specifies when and simulation might be: start treatment, discharge from
how these updates take place, depending on the hospital, become non-compliant, gain weight, visit
requirements of the problem. e.g., in figure 1, the doctor, attempt suicide, lose job, return to hospital,
YMRS score is updated every day in hospital (yel- and so forth until the end of the simulation occurs.
low rectangle that follows ‘Day in Hospital’), These events can happen in any logical sequence
weight would be updated if an adverse event occurs, and even simultaneously; they can recur if that hap-
and so on. Thus, all the necessary features of each pens in reality and they can change the course of a
patient with bipolar disease – age, sex, weight, em- given patient’s experience by influencing that pa-
ployment status, previous treatments, previous ad- tient’s attributes and the occurrence of future events
verse effects, current level of mania (score on the with no restriction on ‘memory’. e.g., the amount of
YMRS), current treatment, location of care, etc. – weight gained can depend on previous weight gain,
can be directly specified. age and sex, but can be altered by changing treat-

ment or a visit to the dietician. The rates at whichA particularly important attribute in pharma-
events occur can take any functional form supportedcoeconomic evaluations is the quality of the pa-
by the data (or assumptions). They can be dependenttient’s life. This is incorporated in a DES by defin-
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on any attributes or variables and these functions consume a resource at any appropriate time. This
can change over time as appropriate. consumption involves a defined number of units of

the resource, used for a specific amount of time.
2.3 Time Multiple resources may be consumed at the same

time (e.g. our patient with mania may use on a
The third fundamental component of a DES is

particular day a hospital bed, a dose of an antip-
time itself. An explicit simulation clock keeps track

sychotic, a unit of doctor’s time, and may lose a day
of the passage of time. This permits the analyst to

of work).
clearly signal the start and end of the simulation and

While the patient is using a particular resource, itto create secondary clocks that track interim periods
may be unavailable for use by others, depending onsuch as the length of stay in hospital, the time spent
its capacity. This may lead to queues forming, some-with symptoms, and, of course, the survival (quali-
thing that is rarely considered in healthcare evalua-ty-adjusted if appropriate) of patients. By making
tions today because analysts typically assume antime explicit, a DES avoids one of the major
infinite capacity of each resource, despite the realityproblems of decision trees.[9] It also enables han-
being clearly otherwise. A DES explicitly providesdling of time that is much more flexible than in
for queues,[17] even if they can be avoided in aMarkov models, as there is no need to declare a
simulation by setting the capacity of the resources tocycle length. Time advances in ‘discrete’ jumps
exceed the maximum number of simultaneous users.(hence the name) but the units can be minutes, days,
Limited availability of psychiatric beds may force amonths or whatever is convenient. Indeed, the simu-
patient with mania to leave the queue and go to anlation proceeds very efficiently because the clock is
outpatient facility; conversely, the opportunity costsuccessively advanced to the time when the next
implication of a stay in hospital shortened by treat-event will occur, without wasting effort in unneces-
ment can be directly examined by simulating thesary interim computations. Thus, when the patient
smaller queue that results for other patients.with mania is in hospital, the simulation may ad-

vance in daily increments to allow for changes in the
2.5 Means of Executionmood as treatment takes hold, and to permit decision

rules about discharge based on response to treatment The final crucial component is the means to
and other factors. execute the simulation, follow the desired logic and

Once the patient is discharged the time period can carry out all the calculations. This happens in an
lengthen until the next scheduled visit or a new orderly fashion (figure 2) that ensures all the specifi-
adverse effect appears; this might be several weeks
for one patient and months for another. In a very
acute situation (management of a suicide attempt,
for example) the time increments may shorten to
hours or even minutes, if appropriate. The secondary
clocks would track how long a patient has been on a
treatment (which might influence adverse effects),
the length of stay (which will affect cost), the dura-
tion of an episode (a determinant of QOL), and so
forth.

2.4 Resources

An indispensable element for an economic evalu-
ation is the explicit handling of resources. These are
incorporated directly into a DES. An entity may

Process event. update system state. update counters. generate future event

Determine next event, e.g.. 'arrival' of patient. occurrence of disease

Advance clockEnd of run?

. Compute final estimates. Generate report(s)

No

Yes

Initialise. Set simulation clock. Initialise system state. Initialise event list

Fig. 2. Flow diagram of the computation process for a discrete
event simulation.
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cations detailed by the analyst are met. While very attributes, variables and input values. The software
simple DESs can be carried out manually, most of takes care of the event processing, the simulation
those responding to real problems will require the clock, the accumulation of outcomes, and all other
use of a computer.[18] Available high-level simula- ‘housekeeping’. Depending on the simulation
tors considerably simplify the process, facilitate cre- software, the layout and features may correspond
ating and working with the models, and reduce very closely to the manner in which healthcare mod-
computing times considerably. els are conceptualised and implemented. Indeed, the

diagram in figure 1 is directly from one of these
3. Implementation software packages (Arena).[28] In that software, all

the modules can be ‘opened’ (by double-clicking) to
Many of the steps involved in a DES are common reveal all the equations or values that control their

to all modelling approaches.[1] One must begin by action.
formulating the problem in some detail, including

Once the model is coded in software and debug-the specifications for what the simulation is sup-
ged, the analysis in a DES proceeds by specifyingposed to accomplish. This step also involves a
the initial system conditions (i.e. starting values fordescription of the healthcare system that is to be
all attributes and variables) and simulation settingsmodelled, in particular the details that pertain to the
(e.g. duration, time units, number of replications).disease in question. From this solid foundation, the
The software then carries out the simulation bymodel can be designed conceptually (i.e. the logic of
applying the logic to each entity (patient) usingthe simulation is laid out). It is very important to
random numbers to obtain specific values from dis-resist the temptation to allow the analyst’s preferred
tributions and to determine whether probabilistictechnical approach (e.g. decision tree) to influence
events occur at a given time to a given patient. Thus,the conceptual design. Once the concept has been
a DES is, by definition, an individual patient,validated with help from relevant experts, data are
stochastic simulation. With currently availablesought to fit the model.
software and an up-to-date personal computer, fullAt this point, the development becomes specific
simulations covering tens of thousands of patientsto the technical approach. For a DES, the essential
take only seconds. e.g., the simulation implementingstep is the means to process the events. This can be
the economic analysis of bipolar mood disorderdone with a spreadsheet,[19,20] particularly with liber-
briefly described here completes 50 replications,al use of macros, but this is not very efficient, in part
each consisting of 20 000 patients, in 2.3 seconds.because it tends to lead to the use of fixed-time
Much more complex simulations (e.g. vaccinationintervals – squandering one of the advantages of
of all adolescents in the US over a century) can takeDES. The most efficient method is to use a general-
several hours to run.purpose programming language, such as For-

The last step in the implementation is to analysetran.[21-24] In this way, each component of the simu-
lation – including the event processing but also the the results of multiple runs of the model in order to
timing routine, entity definitions and statistical infer the effect of whatever intervention was being
counters – is coded as a subroutine, and these are studied, conditional on other inputs and the assump-
called only when necessary. While the complex tions made. Although this step is very rudimentary
logic of a realistic model can be represented very in healthcare evaluations today – the results of a run
compactly by this means, specialised programming are commonly reported along with some ‘sensitivity
skills are required and the resulting program does analyses’ – there are well-established methods for
not provide a very transparent view of the model. both terminating (scenarios where the model is run

to a pre-specified time or condition)[29,30] andFortunately, there are now several high-level
steady-state (when the model is run until the systemsimulation software packages available.[25-27] These

allow the analyst to lay out the logic, and specify the stabilises with no further changes in major parame-
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ters)[31] analyses of the simulation output. Indeed, Although largely unpublished, many ‘work-
some simulation software packages include an ap- arounds’ have been developed to mitigate the
plication for doing just that.[18] problems with decision trees and Markov models.

Thus, software programs now commonly provide
tables or other structures for specifying patient char-

4. Discussion acteristics, and enable the use of Monte Carlo tech-
niques to allow drawing from distributions rather

There is increasing recognition that modelling is than using single values and the modelling of indi-
essential to a pharmacoeconomic analysis.[32] Mod- viduals instead of cohorts. However, these improve-
els allow more extensive understanding of the im- ments do not remove the fundamental limitations of
pact of a disease and its treatment than is possible Markov models and decision trees, and even at the
with a detailed description of the experience of any most practical level, why use an inadequate tech-
particular cohort of patients. Although decision nique when a better, more complete one is availa-
makers may remain somewhat sceptical of mod- ble? It’s like choosing the kitchen knife to tighten a
els,[2,33,34] there is no other way to provide realistic screw instead of the screwdriver.
estimates of the consequences of a therapy in the

A DES is very flexible. Multiple perspectives canactual circumstances encountered in a specific set-
be accommodated simultaneously with no specialting.[7] Perhaps because it was already well en-
procedures. The costs, accrued as entities, passtrenched in medical decision-making, decision anal-
through the simulation, can be accumulated sepa-ysis was adopted by early pharmacoeconomists as
rately according to the type of resources consumedthe technique for structuring the economic mod-
and then aggregated as appropriate for each perspec-els.[35,36] Despite recognition of the major limitations
tive. Although the information requirements are theof this technique, even the move to Markov models
same, there is no need to develop separate, perspec-has been kept largely within the same confines –
tive-specific cost estimates for each Markov state ormany Markov models are still laid out using the
portion of a branch in a decision tree. The flexibilityfamiliar decision-tree structures, though this is com-
of a DES is particularly evident when it comes topletely unnecessary.[37] DES is a less limiting tech-
addressing specific, real settings. Though this levelnique than Markov models and decision trees. Al-
of realism might be viewed as unnecessary for cost-though it has a long history in operations re-
effectiveness analysis, it is essential for propersearch,[38] it has, to date, been very rarely employed
budget-impact analysis.[2] To address the impact of ato assess the value of healthcare interventions.[39]

new treatment on a particular budget, the modelThe lack of uptake of DES is a shame, because
structure must be adapted to reflect the actual man-this method imposes very few restrictions on the
agement processes in the setting at issue, and theanalyst. There is no need to force the course of
real arrival and attrition of patients must be incorpo-disease into mutually exclusive states nor to cycle at
rated in the assessment. This is readily done in afixed artificial intervals. Any aspect that conveys
DES but very difficult with the other methods.value or accrues cost can do so, even if it is a

Given the many large sources of uncertainty in‘transition’, and these quantities accumulate effi-
evaluations of healthcare interventions, sensitivityciently as they occur, rather than requiring ‘folding
analysis is an indispensable step. All modellingforward and backward’. All of the necessary compo-
techniques accommodate sensitivity analysis, butnents are directly and explicitly part of the method.
the ease with which it is done may determine howThere are no key elements left unspecified; e.g.,
extensively it is used in practice. Recommendationspatient characteristics are not a definite part of either
not withstanding,[1,2] today’s sensitivity analyses aredecision trees or Markov models. A vital function,
largely restricted to changing a few input valuesthe handling of time, is clear and as accurate as
through limited ranges.[40] This may not be due toneeded in DES.
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the analysts’ shortcomings but rather to the barriers dent only in the extremely simplified examples cho-
imposed by the methods chosen. Computational sen for didactic purposes – most real models have
inefficiency and partitioning of the inputs, so that hundreds, if not thousands, of branches or multiple
some are in the structure (e.g. probabilities) and states. Although the software code for running a
others are not (e.g. patient characteristics), makes DES requires specialised skill, the high-level simu-
proper extensive sensitivity analyses very arduous. lators such as Arena present the model very trans-

parently. The method for diagramming the structureIn a DES, full probabilistic analysis happens as a
is a straightforward flowchart that lays out the possi-matter of course. All inputs can be defined using
ble course of care (another method, event graphs,[43]

distributions of any shape. This allows the analyst to
is common in operations research). Theseincorporate both real variation (e.g. in the distribu-
flowcharts use the same elements already familiar totion of age) and uncertainty (e.g. in the effect of
clinicians and other healthcare personnel for de-treatment). Moreover, by running the simulation
lineating disease processes. There are no compo-many times, the results can incorporate additional
nents (e.g. ‘tunnel states’ or ‘bindings on recurrentvariation due to the sampling process and the input
trees’) introduced purely for the sake of accommo-distributions can, themselves, be allowed to vary
dating the limitations of the modelling method. Each(e.g. the cost of a hospitalisation might change from
component reflects a real part of the problem and itsregion to region). This allows the analyst to sum-
purpose is apparent, with all its functions obviousmarise variability in the results using confidence
and comprehensively at hand. In a DES, all theintervals (if appropriate) and to provide cost-effec-
components – both structural and computational –tiveness acceptability curves. With modern comput-

ing and software, hundreds of simulations can be are included directly in the model. The flow of
carried out in a reasonable time to fully incorporate patients is represented using well-established flow
variability. symbols and the calculations are displayed at the

point they occur (the format depends on the softwareThe ultimate goal of also varying the assump-
but most link the calculations directly to the place intions that define the model structure itself is even
the flow where they operate). This is not to say thatfurther out of reach for Markov models and deci-
DESs are necessarily simple – complex problemssion-trees. The ability to do this structural sensitivity
may require intricate model structures – but they cananalysis is part of a DES;[41] scenarios reflecting
be transparently presented.different structural assumptions can be directly

analysed, avoiding the false sense of security that is The main disadvantage of DES stems directly
provided by an incomplete assessment. This is done from its advantages; it facilitates realistic modelling
by incorporating alternative structural paths in the to such an extent that it may promote more in-depth
simulation and controlling these with ‘gatekeeper’ depiction of the problem than is warranted,[44] par-
variables. Although running time increases some- ticularly given the available data. Detailing the use
what if many scenarios are analysed, the times typi- of every needle and bandage consumed in a hospital
cally remain in the range of minutes. stay may be just as inappropriate as overly superfi-

cial models. Thus, the analyst must guard againstOne of the most frequent complaints voiced by
incorporating details of the patient’s managementthose asked to accept the results of a model is that it
simply because it can be done. This can increase theis a ‘black box’.[33] As inputs are swallowed in an
information needs beyond what is reasonably avail-impenetrable thicket of calculations, the reviewer is
able. The decision about what to model and at whatunderstandably wary of the outputs. Thus, a major
depth must be independent of the method used anddesirable feature of a modelling method is the clarity
should reflect the needs of the problem. Variouswith which it can be presented to others.[42] While
papers that provide guidance on choosing a model-this is said to be one of the advantages of decision

trees and Markov models, this clarity is often evi- ling technique have been published.[45,46]
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